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QUESTION 1

The network manager at your company is concerned about the performance on the virtual network. You explain that
virtual switches support many of the same performance features that physical switches do. Which two performance-
related options do virtual switches support? (Choose two.) 

A. LACP 

B. Traffic Shaping 

C. QoS 

D. VLANs 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

You are the administrator for your company\\'s VMware deployment. You have noticed that one of the datastores has
two drives that are reporting excessive read errors. You would like to replace these failing drives, but cannot take the
virtual machines offline at this point. Which technology would provide a solution to the problem? 

A. Storage vMotion 

B. vSphere APIs for Array Integration (VAAI) 

C. vSphere APIs for Storage Awareness (VASA) 

D. Storage Profiles 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are the VMware administrator for your local hospital. A fellow administrator has asked what role a datastore plays in
the environment. Which of the following is a good definition of a datastore? 

A. A datastore is used by the hypervisor to swap local memory content if needed 

B. A datastore is used as the destination for the core dump file 

C. A datastore is used by the hypervisor to store logs and performance data 

D. A datastore is where virtual machine\\'s files are stored 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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You are considering moving from an environment in which each physical server hosts a single application, and each
application is backed up on a specified timeframe. The proposed environment will consist of virtual machines that
perform the role of their physical counterparts. Your manager is trying to determine the best way to backup these
applications once the project is complete. Which technology provides a backup solution for virtual machines? 

A. Distributed Power Management (DPM) 

B. high Availability (HA) 

C. vCenter 

D. vSphere Data Protection (vDP) 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/techpaper/Introduction-to-Data-Protection.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

Several web server virtual machines in your environment are experiencing poor performance. Upon further investigation
you learn that one very active database virtual machine is consuming most of your storage bandwidth. You would like to
restrict the storage performance of the database VM to increase the performance of the web server VMs. Which of the
following features will help you do this? 

A. Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) 

B. Storage I/O Control 

C. vMotion 

D. Storage vMotion 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://searchvmware.techtarget.com/definition/VMware- DRS 
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